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SENATE ACTION

The Senate did not meet. The Senate will meet on Thursday, April 14, 2016 (QUORUM).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

A3591 Zwicker,A/Holley,J New Voter Empowerment Act REF AJU
A3592 Johnson,G Sex crime, testimony-remove age restrict REF ALP
A3593 Johnson,G Pub. safety directors-no police power REF ALP
A3594 Munoz,N Domestic viol. prot.-concerns REF AJU
A3595 Munoz,N Driv lic suspended, DUI-4th degree crime REF ALP
A3596 Brown,C/Keane,S Safe and Secure Communities Act-clarify REF ALP
A3597 Singleton,T/DeAngelow,W Pub. works contractor regis.-concerns REF ALA
A3598 Singleton,T/Webber,J Digital assets-executor auth. to access REF AJU
A3599 Singleton,T Prop. tax exemp.-concerns long term REF ASL
A3600 Singleton,T Donated leave prog. for St. emp-refundable REF ASL
A3601 Schaer,G Guaranteed asset prot. waiver-reg. REF AFI
A3602 Dancer,R Sch. bd candidate-change filing deadline REF AJU
A3603 Dancer,R Sex offender-no youth ministry position REF ALP
A3604 Eustace,T Integrated Roadside Veg. Mgmt. Prog. REF AEN
A3605 Eustace,T/Scheepisi,H Flight paths-hold pub. hearing to change REF ATR
A3606 Eustace,T Vet.-apply for UI benf. online REF ALA
A3607 Wimberly,B/Spencer,L Investing in You Promise Neighborhood REF AHO
A3608 Burzichelli,J Historic mv-concerns REF ATR
A3609 Burzichelli,J Elections, cert.-concerns conduct REF AJU
A3610 Conaway,H/Singleton,T SPRS-concerns accidental death benf. REF ASL
A3611 Muoio,E/Spencer,L Lead paint inspect.-prior to home purch REF AHO
A3612 Greenwald,L Playground-co design/construct inclusive REF AWC
A3614 Prieto,V AC Plan, Implementing Econ. Recovery Act REF AJU
ACR173 Eustace,T Leg. member-reduce min. req. age to 18 REF AJU
AJR91 Tucker,C/Johnson,G Post-Traumatic Stress Injury Awareness REF AMV
AJR92 Eustace,T Sudden, Death in Epilepsy Awareness Day REF AHE
AR134 Tucker,C/Johnson,G Mil. Family Stability Act-Presid. enact REF AMV
AR135 Tucker,C/Johnson,G Vet deceased, sch loan-Cong enact HR2874 REF AMV

Bills Reconsidered Vote:

A1378 Spencer,L/Muoio,E+13 Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M (58-0-13) (Spencer)

Bills Passed:

A191 Caputo,R/Diegnan,P+15 Sch bldg-equip w/emerg light panic alarm (58-13-3)
A209 DeAngelow,W/Pinkin,N+3 Sch security-excl. sch. dist expenditure (51-16-6)
A227 AcaAaAa (3R) DeAngelow,W/Mukherji,R+9 Bus and rail svcs.-concerns curtailment (70-2-0)
A311 Singleton,T/Caputo,R+8 Breach of security, online acct-disclose (8-0-0)
A454 Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T+2 Disaster Victims Prot. Act (54-19-0)
A756 Aa (1R) Moriarty,P/Coughlin,C Pymt. assurance devices-regulates (53-21-0)
A883 Muoio,E/Lampitt,P+2 St. contract-req. job equality standards (46-17-9)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

A888 Aca (1R) Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+3 Tiered Health Insur. Networks Task Force (73-0-0)
A1130 Sumter,S/Wimberly,B+5 Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt req. (72-0-0)
A1414 Johnson,G/Giblin,T+4 Marriage, family therapist-estab. lic. (71-0-0)
A1645 Schaefer,G/Webber,J+2 Open space trust fund., co./mun.-concerns (72-0-0)
A1663 Aca (1R) Schaefer,G/Prieto,V+1 Police, co./mun.-estab. training course (48-25-0)
A1855 Wimberly,B/Prieto,V+8 Minorities, women-constr. training (52-18-2)
A1869 Wimberly,B/Vainieri Huttle,V+14 Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting (47-22-2)
A1877 Wimberly,B/Sumter,S+13 Healthy Small Food Retailer Act (51-18-3)
A2107 Mukherji,R/Holley,J+7 Non-driv. ID card, homeless-exempts fee (71-0-0)
A2158 Diegnan,P/Coughlin,C+3 Sch. security improvements-concerns fds (74-0-0)
A2374 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Prieto,V+6 St wide gun buyback program-estab. (52-17-5)
A2443 Aca (1R) Eustace,T/Sumter,S+7 Firearm possession-concerns (65-4-5)
A2565 AcaAa (2R) Benson,D/DeAngelo,W+12 NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-concerns elig. (71-0-0)
A2689 Aca (3R) Schaefer,G/Prieto,V+8 Secure Schools for All Children Act (74-0-0)
A2949 Andrzejczak,B/Land,R+5 Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot. (71-0-0)
A3347 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Wolfe,D+4 Sch. Safety Specialist Academy-estab. (68-0-5)
A3348 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Wolfe,D+5 Sch. fac.-concerns security (73-0-0)
A3349 Diegnan,P/Wolfe,D+5 Sch. security training-concerns (72-0-0)
A3613 Eustace,T/Gusciora,R+1 Religious freedom statute-proh St travel (54-17-1)
AJR27 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+3 Asthma Awareness Mo.-desig. May (71-0-0)
AJR50 Wimberly,B/Conaway,H+2 Youth Smoking Prev. Awareness-desig. May (71-0-0)
AJR63 Caputo,R/Gusciora,R+1 Beer Wine & Spirits Wk (54-17-0)
AJR27 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+3 Asthma Awareness Mo.-desig. May (71-0-0)
AJR50 Wimberly,B/Conaway,H+2 Youth Smoking Prev. Awareness-desig. May (71-0-0)
AJR63 Caputo,R/Gusciora,R+1 Beer Wine & Spirits Wk (54-17-0)
S157 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Vitale,J+15 Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab. (71-0-0)
S601 Scs (SCS) Cunningham,S/Vitale,J+4 Work First NJ-revise treatment req. (47-20-3)
S708 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+2 PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act (67-0-6)
S805 Weinberg,L/Gill,N+24 Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws (50-17-7)
S969 Smith,B/Bateman,C+11 Preserv. NJ Act (54-15-3)
S996 Rice,R/Van Drew,J+16 Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M (54-14-5)

Bills Substituted:

A780 Andrzejczak,B/McKeon,J+8 Preserve NJ Act SUB BY S969
A889 Acs (ACS) Muoio,E/Spencer,L+2 Work First NJ-remove cert. restrictions SUB BY S601 (SCS)
A1120 Aca (1R) Oliver,S/Handlin,A+10 Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab. SUB BY S157 (1R)
A1211 Mosquera,G/Greenwald,L+19 Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws SUB BY S805
A1378 Spencer,L/Muoio,E+13 Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M SUB BY S996
A2184 Vainieri Huttle,V/Wisniewski,J+2 PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act SUB BY S708
S157 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Vitale,J+15 Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab. SUB FOR A1200 (1R)
S601 Scs (SCS) Cunningham,S/Vitale,J+4 Work First NJ-revise treatment req. SUB FOR A889 (ACS)
S708 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+2 PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act SUB FOR A2184
S805 Weinberg,L/Gill,N+24 Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws SUB FOR A1211
S969 Smith,B/Bateman,C+11 Preserv. NJ Act SUB FOR A780
S996 Rice,R/Van Drew,J+16 Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M SUB FOR A1378

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A837 Aa (1R) Jimenez,A/Green,J+5 Haz. Drug Safe Handling Act-estab. (Jimenez)
A2865 AcaAa (2R) Singleton,T/Jones,P Homeless shelter-estab St-wide database (Singleton)
AJR24 Aa (1R) Andrzejczak,B Aquaculture-important St. econ. driver (Andrzejczak)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A2869 Jones,P Wills:optional-concerns registry. REP
A3614 Prieto,V AC Plan, Implementing Econ. Recovery Act REP

Co-Sponsors Added:

A191 (Pinkin,N; Schaefer,G; Chiaravalloti,N) Sch bldg-equip w/emerg light panic alarm
A209 (Muoio,E; Caride,M; Diegnan,P) Sch security-excl. sch. dist expenditure
A311 (Pinkin,N; Caride,M; Lamplitt,P) Breach of security, online acct-disclose
A322 (Phoebus,G) Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope
A323 Aca (1R) (Wolfe,D) Base realignmt, closure-approv. req.
A325 Aca (1R) (Space,P; Phoebus,G) Tax abatement agreements-mun file copies
A333 Aca (1R) (Downey,J; Spencer,L) Superstorm Sandy victim-forclosure prot.
A334 (Phoebus,G; Space,P) Apprenticeship prog.-prov. funding
A544 (Downey,J; Spencer,L; Phoebus,G) Prop. assess.-req. annual notice
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

AJR38  (Phoebus,G)  Growing Stage Children’s Theatre-design.
AJR50  (McKeon,J; McKnight,A)  Youth Smoking Prev. Awareness-design. May
AJR72  (Phoebus,G; Space,P)  Constitution Wk.-design. Sept 17 thru 23
AJR80  (Space,P; Phoebus,G)  Home-Sch. Mo.-design. May of each yr.
AR55  (Phoebus,G)  Declaration of Indep.-NJ cit. read
AR107  (Space,P; Phoebus,G)  Immigration reform-Presid./Cong. enforce
AR111  (Space,P; Phoebus,G)  Chesimard, Joanne-urge Cuba to extradite
AR122  (Spencer,L)  Tanker planeKC-46A-McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst
AR127  (Holley,J)  Black bear hunting season-oppose

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1516  (Phoebus,G)  Emp reconciliation plan-sub. layoff plan
A2107  (Holley,J)  Non-driv. ID card, homeless-exempts fee
A2261  (Lagana,J)  Revised St. Med. Examiner Act
A2269  (Lagana,J)  Nursing homes-behavioral health training
A2273  (Danielsen,J)  Higher ed. instit.-Auditor finan. report
A2302  (Lagana,J)  Devel. center-concerns
A2313  (Sumter,S)  Eating disorders-St. health insur. cover
A2332  (Downey,J)  Clinical labs.-reg. rules, qual control
A2349  (Lagana,J)  PANYNJ bridge-tolls not exceed operation
A2396  (Lagana,J)  Plastic grocery bags-decrease use
A2475  (Lagana,J)  Electronic id transfer-disclose info
A2503  (Mosquera,G)  Stephen Komninos’ Law-devel. disab. prot
A2689  (Prieto,V)  Secure Schools for All Children Act
A2767  (Lagana,J)  Superintendent of sch.-reg. max. salary
A3087  (Lagana,J)  Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act
A3294  (Lagana,J)  Local unit sharing of svcs.-encourage
A3385  (Bramnick,J)  Firearm possession conviction-concerns
A3473  (Houghtaling,E)  Mortgage relief progs., temp.-estab.
A3556  (Muocio,E)  Domicile viol. offenses-clarify
A3607  (Muoio,E)  Investing in You Promise Neighborhood
A3613  (McKeon,J)  Religious freedom statute-proh St travel
ACR67  (Phoebus,G)  Jt. leg. strategic planning committees
ACR152  (Muocio,E)  Memorializes Congress to pass S.1980
AJR42  (Phoebus,G)  Fragile X Awareness Day-design. July 22
AJR63  (Johnson,G)  Beer Wine & Spirits Wk-2nd wk. in May

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A117  (Holley,J)  Realty transfer fee, suppl.-elim.
A692  (Phoebus,G)  Highland Water Prot/Planning Act-concern
A1130  (Singleton,T)  Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt reg.
A1419  (Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N)  Inmate telephone charges-concerns
A2107  (Gusciora,R)  Non-driv. ID card, homeless-exempts fee
A2273  (Pinkin,N)  Higher ed. instit.-Auditor finan. report
A2298  (Lagana,J)  Behavioral health svcs.-prov. treatment
A2477  (Jasey,M)  Drama therapists Lic. Act
A2478  (Lagana,J)  Internet pharmacies-reg.
A2498  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Higher ed. instit-post budget on website
A2689  (Lagana,J)  Secure Schools for All Children Act
A2839  (Lagana,J)  Sch. dist., high performing-monitor
A2893  (Houghtaling,E)  Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.
A3385  (O'Scanlon,D)  Firearm possession conviction-concerns
A3553  (Houghtaling,E)  Gov, St. off., leg-disclose expenditures
A3591  (Muoio,E)  New Voter Empowerment Act
A3607  (Muocio,E)  Investing in You Promise Neighborhood
A3613  (McKeon,J)  Religious freedom statute-proh St travel
ACR87 (Phoebus,G)  Jt. leg. strategic planning committees
ACR152 (Muocio,E)  Memorializes Congress to pass S.1980
AJR42  (Phoebus,G)  Fragile X Awareness Day-design. July 22
AJR63  (Johnson,G)  Beer Wine & Spirits Wk-2nd wk. in May
Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A756 Aa (1R) (Benson,D) Pymt. assurance devices-regulates
A795 (Houghtaling,E) Jersey Fresh prog.$1.6M
A836 (Giblin,T) Peggy’s Law-suspected elderly abuse
A1130 (McKnight,A) Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt reg.
A1133 (Phoebus,G) Professional lic-prov. online processing
A1419 Aca (1R) (Bramnick,J) Inmate telephone charges-concerns
A1644 (Houghtaling,E) Co. tax admin.-permits co. to share
A2212 (Houghtaling,E) Vet. housing-grant tax cred. to devel.
A2273 (Lagana,J) Higher ed. instit.-Auditor finan. report
A2689 (Lampitt,P) Secure Schools for All Children Act
A2949 (Gusciora,R) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.
A3591 (Eustace,T) New Voter Empowerment Act
AJR51 (Space,P) Food Pantry Donation Mo.-desig. November
AJR63 (Rumana,S) Beer Wine & Spirits Wk-2nd wk. in May
AJR65 (Houghtaling,E) Careers in Util Wk-desig 3rd wk, October
AR122 (Houghtaling,E) Tanker planeKC-46A-McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A131 (Phoebus,G) MV ownership transfer-revise procedures
A704 (Phoebus,G) Right to Farm Act-recover atty. fees
A710 (Phoebus,G) St. Police-revise distrib. of fines
A1133 (Space,P) Professional lic-prov. online processing
A1199 Aca Aca (2R) (Downey,J) Domestic viol. cases-concerns testimony
A2168 (Danielsen,J) Vet. svc. off-each co estab and maintain
A2689 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Secure Schools for All Children Act
A2865 Aca Aca (2R) (Sumter,S) Homeless shelter-estab St-wide database
A3293 (Mukherji,R) Self-Service Storage Fac. Act-suppl.
A3339 (Space,P) Personal income tax’s pension-incr.
A3591 (Barclay,A) New Voter Empowerment Act
AJR51 (Phoebus,G) Food Pantry Donation Mo.-desig. November
AR122 (Downey,J) Tanker planeKC-46A-McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A320 (Sumter,S) Personal care svc.-estab. Medicaid reimb
A325 (Lampitt,P) Israel-proh invest company that boycotts
A1449 (Downey,J) Devel. disab.-gain benf, St. & fed. prog
A1663 Aca (1R) (Mukherji,R) Police, co./mun.-estab. training course
A1869 (Johnson,G) Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting
A1953 (Houghtaling,E) Homestead prop tax-allow sr cit install.
A2689 (Eustace,T) Secure Schools for All Children Act
A2815 (Houghtaling,E) Overseas Resid Absentee Voting-revise
A3339 (Phoebus,G) Personal income tax’s pension-incr.
A3591 (McKnight,A) New Voter Empowerment Act

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A333 Aca (1R) (Houghtaling,E) Superstorm Sandy victim-foreclosure prot.
A450 (Houghtaling,E) Wounded Warrior Caregivers Relief Act
A780 (Houghtaling,E) Preserve NJ Act
A2689 (Kean,S) Secure Schools for All Children Act
A3411 (Downey,J) Lead poisoning, childhood-concerns
A3591 (Mukherji,R) New Voter Empowerment Act

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2689 (Auth,R) Secure Schools for All Children Act

Ninth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2689 (Quijano,A) Secure Schools for All Children Act
Tenth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2689   (Wimberly,B)    Secure Schools for All Children Act

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (Oliver,S)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S708   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805   (Mosiqua,G)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (Andrezjczak,B)   Preserv. NJ Act
S996   (Spencer,L)   Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (Oliver,S)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S708   (Wisniewski,J)   PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805   (Greenwald,L)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (McKeon,J)   Preserv. NJ Act
S996   (Muiojo,E)   Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S601 Scs (SCS)   (Sumter,S)   Work First NJ-revise treatment req.
S708   (Lagana,J)   PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805   (Lagana,J)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (Spencer,L)   Preserv. NJ Act
S996   (Benson,D)   Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (Quijano,A)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S601 Scs (SCS)   (Holley,J)   Work First NJ-revise treatment req.
S708   (Eustace,T)   PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805   (Benson,D)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (Pintor Marin,E)   Preserv. NJ Act
S996   (Pintor Marin,E)   Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (McKnight,A)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S601 Scs (SCS)   (Oliver,S)   Work First NJ-revise treatment req.
S708   (Handlin,A)   PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805   (Lampitt,P)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (Dancer,R)   Preserv. NJ Act
S996   (Quijano,A)   Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (Tucker,C)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S601 Scs (SCS)   (McKnight,A)   Work First NJ-revise treatment req.
S805   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   Preserv. NJ Act
S996   (Schaer,G)   Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)   (Wimberly,B)   Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S805   (Danielsen,J)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969   (Houghtaling,E)   Preserv. NJ Act

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S805   (Sumter,S)   Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S157 Sca (1R)  (McKeon,J; Pinkin,N; Chiaravalloti,N; Munoz,N; Jones,P; Mosquera,G; Holley,J; Gusciora,R; Rumana,S; Caride,M)  Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S601 Scs (SCS)  (Eustace,T; Chiaravalloti,N)  Work First NJ-revise treatment req.
S708  (McKeon,J; Caride,M)  PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805  (Singleton,T; Diegnan,P; Caputo,R; Muoio,E; Johnson,G; Caride,M; Jasey,M; Eustace,T; Jimenez,A; Giblin,T; McKeon,J; Tucker,C; Gusciora,R; Coughlin,C; Zwicker,A; Houghtaling,E; Downey,J; Spencer,L; Conaway,H)  Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert
S969  (Land,R; Pinkin,N; Zwicker,A; Downey,J; Conaway,H; Caride,M; Eustace,T; Diegnan,P)  Preserv. NJ Act
S996  (Greenwald,L; Mosquera,G; Green,J; McKnight,A; Chiaravalloti, N; Coughlin,C; McKeon,J; Jasey,M; Lampitt,P; Tucker,C; Eustace,T; Conaway,H; Caride,M)  Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M

Notes to the 04/04/2016 Digest:

Co-Sponsors Added:

A227 AcaAaAa (3R)  (Giblin,T)  Bus and rail svcs.-concerns curtailment
A1211  (Zwicker,A)  Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
A1233  (Peterson,E)  Handgun permit-revise procedures
A1855  (Mosquera, G)  Minorities, women-constr. training
A1953  (Mosquera,G)  Homestead prop tax-allow sr cit install.
A2212  (De Angelo,W)  Vet. housing-grant tax cred. to devel.
A2451  (Mosquera,G)  Aid in Dying-Terminaly Ill Act.
A3337  (Giblin,T)  Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1127  (Holley,J)  Off of Women's Research & Policy-creates
A2544  (Lagana,J)  Sex offenders-bars jobs w/child contact
A3099  (Eustace,T)  Secure Choice Savings Prog. Act

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A1127  (Muoio,E)  Off of Women's Research & Policy-creates
A3099  (Lagana,J)  Secure Choice Savings Prog. Act
A3273  (Lagana,J )  Manufacturing apprenticeship prog-estab.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1117  (Mosquera,G)  Schedules That Work Act

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1855  (Sumter,S)  Minorities, women-constr. Training
A2374  (Greenwald,L)  St wide gun buyback program-estab.
A2564  (Lagana,J)  College degree completion-concerns

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1211  (Sumter,S)  Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
A3539  (Sumter,S)  Drinking water in sch.-lead testing req.

Ninth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3422 Aca (1R)  (Danielsen,J)  Law enforcement officer, injured-comp.

The Assembly adjourned the April 4, 2016 Quorum at 5:23 P.M. on Tuesday, April 5, 2016.

The Assembly adjourned at 7:41 P.M. to meet again at a date and time to be announced.

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

S157 Sca (1R)  Madden,F/Vitale,J+15  Abuse of persons who are elderly/disab.
S708  Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+2  PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act
S805  Weinberg,L/Gill,N+24  Domestic viol, firearms-revise cert laws
S969  Smith,B/Bateman,C+11  Preserv. NJ Act
S996  Rice,R/Van Drew,J+16  Lead Haz Control Assist Fd;$10M
Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (04/04/2016):

None